
Activating Across Email & 
Social to Drive Traffic

Financial Services



Part 1

In May, Servus launched their “Servus Feel Good Movement” campaign via their “Straight Talk” 
newsletter campaign. The campaign is geared towards helping clients gain control of their 

finances and feel good again financially and emotionally.
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Subject: May Straight Talk - Helping you move forward Subject: June Straight Talk - Feel Good about your money again

Logical transition of blog post topics; starting from 
COVID-19 specific topics like “what you need to know 
about CERB” to posts centered around helping clients 
relaunch their financial goals. Ties in nicely with the 

central theme of “feeling good” financially.

Cross-platform promotion of campaign, first 
encouraging clients to interact with the campaign on 

Instagram, then on Facebook

Greeting message that clearly explains goal of 
campaign and topic of newsletter; makes it relevant for 

client and clear as to why they should care and 
continue reading



Part 2

Since the launch of the newsletter, email traffic to servus.ca has increased 
by +28% in June compared to May. Also, web traffic to the Feel Good 

Movement page has increased by +24% in the same period.
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https://servus.ca/feel-good-movement
https://servus.ca/feel-good-movement


Posts cross-promoting  the “Feel Good Movement” campaign were some of the top performing posts 
in June on both FB and IG, indicating an appetite for positive, uplifting content on social media. 

Part 3

Engagements: 326 ER  1.24%
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Engagements: 221 ER  1.01%
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Caption tells a compelling 
story that resonates with the 
audience 

Puts a face to the brand by 
featuring a Servus employee

Caption directs users to a link 
in the bio to drive traffic to 
the site. In addition, they 
tagged their community 
partner (@myunitedway) for 
additional brand awareness

Facebook Avg. Engagement: 102 Facebook Avg. ER: 0.4% Instagram Avg. Engagement: 32 Instagram Avg. ER: 1.2%
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https://www.facebook.com/ServusCU/photos/a.10150631046276675/10158156871886675/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/ServusCU/photos/a.10150631046276675/10158045525496675
https://www.instagram.com/p/CBO3FSGgqtQ/
https://www.instagram.com/p/B_5yc9dlVYi/


Part 4

On Instagram, best practices they’ve implemented to promote this campaign include...

Best Practice: Creation of a 
dedicated Stories Highlight 
with all relevant posts 
featured in a single location

Best Practice: Sharing 
relevant feed posts to IG 
Stories, which can then 
be saved in relevant 
Stories Highlights 

Best Practice: Use of a 
LinkTree in bio to share links 
related to CTA’s in feed posts.

Best Practice: Use of native Instagram Stories tools on top of 
custom design templates, which introduces an interactive 
element to keep viewers engaged. This also gathers real-time 
feedback for Servus regarding user attitudes and behaviours. 
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Part 5

On Facebook, Servus has implemented a similar engagement tactic using native polls to 
gather customer feedback. Users are driven to these polls via the email newsletter.

Email newsletter

Using Facebook poll results to inform future content strategy in ensuring customers 
receive timely & valuable information - ultimately building trust with Servus. 
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Takeaways

Key Findings

Positive Content And The Promotion Of Community Drives 
Results: Servus’ “Feel Good Movement” campaign, centered around 
giving customers a reason to feel good despite the current 
socio-political climate, has driven strong results - as it has contributed 
to a 28% increase in traffic driven by email. 

Servus Credit Union is Using Email to Drive Social Engagement As 
Well As Traffic to the Site: The “Feel Good Movement” email 
newsletter included a link that drove readers to the Facebook page to 
participate in a poll to gather customer feedback. In addition, after 
launching this campaign, email traffic to servus.ca increased by +28%.

What Brands Should Be Thinking About

The Audience Is Looking For Positivity: With 2020 proving to be a 
challenging year for so many reasons and so much negativity online, 
consider creating content aimed at providing a sense of relief for your 
audience - something to smile about, valuable information to help ease 
their financial stress, or sharing stories of positive outcomes and 
community support.

Cross-Promotion Does Not Mean Cross-Posting: Servus Credit Union 
created unique content pieces for each digital channel (i.e: email, 
Instagram, Facebook) to tailor their messaging to each particular 
audience. Servus created specific content that was made for Instagram 
stories, Facebook polls, and for the email newsletter. 


